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Neighborhood Information Notice
Scheduled Emergency Preparedness & Response Exercise
Operation Badger Response
Wednesday August 27, 2014

The Ozaukee County Sheriff’s Office Div. of Emergency Management, the United States Coast Guard Sector Lake Michigan Reserves and the City of Port Washington Fire Department will hold an emergency preparedness and response exercise in and around the Port Washington Harbor on Wednesday August 27, 2014 from approximately 8:00 am – 1:00 pm.
Local emergency & USCG Reserve personnel will participate in this exercise to aid in assessing skills and plans for emergency response in a community crisis related to a chemical and oil releases and to improve USCG Reserve force capabilities with incident management, pollution and security response.

We wish to make the public aware that this is a **training exercise only** and to let the community know of increased activity for emergency response and military vehicle traffic throughout the exercise area including:

- We Energies Power Plant Grounds
- Port Washington Harbor in the area of the Sauk Creek & We-Energies outfall
- Coal Dock and Rotary Parks

There will be emergency & military personnel and vehicles in the immediate and adjacent to the areas listed above. “Training in Progress” & “Exercise in Progress” signage will present in the exercise areas. At no time will access to parks, area business or navigation in the harbor/marina be impeded. The public is welcome to observe.
Please direct any questions to the Ozaukee County Sheriff’s Office Division of Emergency Management as listed above.
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